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Abstract

Online auction sites have unique workloads and user be-

havior characteristics that do not exist in other e-commerce

sites. Earlier studies by the authors identified i) significant

changes in the workload depending on time of day and ii)

the presence of heavy-tailed distributions involving bidder

and seller behavior. Other studies indicate that a small frac-

tion or power users, among millions of registered users,

contribute to the majority of the site’s revenue. Poor qual-

ity of service to power users may imply in loss of business

and cause significant loss of revenue to an auction site. This

problem could be mitigated by dedicating resources in an

exclusive manner to this small group of users in order to im-

prove the quality of service they receive. However, this ap-

proach can lead to i) under utilization of these dedicated

resources and ii) overloading of resources allocated to reg-

ular users when the load from power users is low. In this pa-

per, we propose a scheme whereby resources are primarily

dedicated to power users, but regular users can take advan-

tage of these dedicated resources when spare capacity is

available. This paper provides a business-oriented frame-

work for dispatching requests to the various servers of an

online auction site. Our approach uses a controller that

can dynamically shift the load to different types of servers

as the workload changes. Experimental evaluation showed,

among other things, that the total number of bids processed

using a dynamic controller to allocate resources can be im-

proved under heavy load conditions compared to using a

load balancing technique that does not differentiate among

users.

1. Introduction

Online auction sites have very specific workload charac-

teristics as shown in a very detailed study that used data

from a major online auction site conducted by the au-

thors [3]. One of the numerous conclusions of that work, is

the presence of heavy-tailed distributions in many aspects

of an online auction’s user behavior and bidding activity.

For example, a very large percentage of auctions have a rel-

atively low number of bids and bidders and a very small

but non-negligible percentage of auctions have a high num-

ber of bids and bidders. A large percentage of auctions have

a low closing price and a very small but non-negligible per-

centage of auctions have a large closing price.

The findings of that study allowed us to i) cre-

ate an experimental testbed for online auction sites

that extends RUBiS: Rice University Bidding Sys-

tem (see http://rubis.objectweb.org/)—a benchmark de-

signed by Rice University—with a workload generator

that is more realistic and follows the distributions ob-

served in a major online auction site, ii) design resource

allocation schemes that exploit the observed character-

istics of the workload and are based on bidding activ-

ity in order to increase the revenue of the online auc-

tion site. As an example, on a previous study, the au-

thors designed and evaluated novel cache placement

and replacement policies for server-side caches in on-

line auctions [14, 15]. In another example, the authors

proposed and evaluated a closing time rescheduling algo-

rithm aimed at smoothing out the load peaks observed at

real online auction sites as the closing time for an auc-

tion approaches [16].

There are periods of time during the day in which the ac-

tivity on an auction site is more intense than in others. Auc-

tion sites require users to authenticate themselves before

performing revenue generating transactions such as bidding

and creating auctions. Once the user is authenticated, his-

torical activity about that user can be used to provide differ-

entiated service to that customer. Typically, a small percent-

age of users contribute to a large percentage of revenue for

an auction site [6]. We use some of these facts to develop

user profiles with the information necessary to provide dif-

ferentiated services to address some of the performance is-

sues during peak periods on auction sites.

We present business-oriented resource allocation poli-



cies for online auctions as a mechanism to address some

of the performance issues during peak-periods on online

auctions, i.e., when the site cannot process all the requests

in a timely manner. This technique takes user profiles and

business-oriented metrics into consideration to provide dif-

ferentiated service to the users on the site, instead of treat-

ing all requests with the same priority.

More specifically, our techniques are applied to the dis-

patching of requests to the servers of the auction site. Typ-

ical sites use some kind of load balancer that implements

policies aimed at balancing the load and improving re-

sponse time but are oblivious of user characteristics. Here

we propose new load dispatching policies that allocate re-

sources, i.e., servers, based on user priorities. In this paper

we divide the users of an online auction site into two cat-

egories: priority users, who are responsible for submitting
a significant number of bids, and regular users who tend
to conduct many online searches but do not bid as often as

priority users. Since the revenue of an auction site is di-

rectly related to the bidding activity of its users, it makes

sense to give higher priority in terms of resource alloca-

tion to users that are responsible for generating more bids.

An online auction site should provide a lower response time

to priority users in order to reduce their abandonment rate.

This is achieved at the expense of the performance seen by

regular users.

A straightforwardway of guaranteeing that priority users

receive the best possible performance is to dedicate ample

resources to them. This is an expensive and wasteful propo-

sition. A more efficient approach is to set aside resources

that are primarily dedicated to priority users but that can be

shared with regular users as the load of priority users de-

creases. In this paper we describe and evaluate a load dis-

patcher that makes dynamic decisions based on the relative

loads of these categories of users.

We measure the effect of our dynamic load control poli-

cies using business-oriented metrics such as the total num-

ber of bids generated and compare traditional performance

metrics such as average response time and CPU utilizations

to analyze their effect when using the new policies.

The main contribution of this paper is a business-
oriented approach to allocating servers to incoming re-
quests of an auction site. Traditional approaches to load

dispatching are aimed at optimizing performance with-

out considering the nature of the requests and their busi-

ness value. The approach considered in this paper is

aimed at improving the revenue of an auction site by pro-

viding better performance to groups of users that have

higher business value at the expense of other less impor-

tant users. More specifically, the contributions of this paper

are:

• the design of a dynamic load dispatcher for application

servers that employs business-oriented criteria to route

requests to the various application servers,

• an implementation of a testbed for auction sites that

uses realistic workload generators and the implemen-

tation of the dynamic load dispatcher in the testbed,

and

• an experimental evaluation of the performance of the

dynamic dispatcher and a comparison with that of a

traditional load balancer; it is shown that the dynamic

controller can increase the number of bids processed

by the auction site even at high loads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides the background and basic concepts needed in the

following sections. Section 3 presents an overview of the

characteristics of the workloads generated by the two types

of users, priority and regular. Section 4 describes the ap-

proach used by the dynamic load dispatcher. The next sec-

tion describes the experimental testbed used to evaluate the

controller. Results of the experiments are discussed in sec-

tion 6. The next section discusses related work and section

7 presents some concluding remarks.

2. Background

The typical architecture of an auction site is multi-

tiered and is composed of three layers (see Fig. 1). The

first layer comprises web servers that handle the incom-

ing HTTP requests and serve static HTML pages. A load

balancer dispatches incoming requests from the Inter-

net to one of the various Web servers. Most pages served

by an auction site are dynamically generated by an ap-

plication server, which implements the site’s business

logic. A dynamic application-level load balancer, the sub-

ject of this paper’s analysis, dispatches requests to

the various application servers. An application server

may need to access persistent data stored in a back-

end database server. An example is the processing of a

request to view all bids for a given auction. The bid infor-

mation comes from the database. The application server

then generates an HTML page with the bid informa-

tion. This page is passed back to the web server, which

sends the page back to the browser.

3. Workload Description

The workload generated by priority and regular users

is described using a Customer Behavior Model Graph

(CBMG), as defined by Menascé et al. [19, 17], for

each category of users. Each node of a CBMG repre-

sents a state in which a user may be during a session.

Nodes of a graph are connected by directed arcs that indi-

cate the possible transitions between states. Arcs are labeled
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Figure 1. Architecture of an Auction Site.

with the probability that a transition between states oc-

curs.

Figure 2 describes the CBMG for priority users. This

CBMG and the one for regular users (see Fig. 3) are a sim-

plified version of the ones actually used in the experiments.

The figures only show the most important states, and in par-

ticular, those that differentiate the navigational behavior of

priority and regular users. It is important to note also that in

each of these CBMGs there is an additional state, the Exit

state, not shown in the pictures to make them easier to read.

All the states whose sum of the probabilities of the out-

going transitions does not add to one have a transition to

the Exit state with a probability equal to 1 - the sum of the

other transition probabilities. For example, in Fig. 2 there

is a transition to the Exit state from the Home Page with

probability equal to 1 − (0.15 + 0.7 + 0.1) = 0.05. As it
can be seen from this figure, priority users start to bid al-

most immediately after login in to the About Me page (this

is the equivalent of a personalizedmy auctions page that al-

lows users to track the auctions they are following) without

spending much time searching for items to bid.

Regular users on the other hand, spend most of their

time searching and browsing for items to bid as seen in the

CBMG of Fig. 3.

4. The Dynamic Load Dispatcher

In order to describe the operation of the dynamic load

dispatcher, assume that there are N application servers, of

which P are primarily dedicated to priority users and the re-

maining N − P are dedicated to regular users. The servers

dedicated to priority users are called priority servers and the

remaining ones are called regular servers. We consider and
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Figure 2. CBMG for Priority Users
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Figure 3. CBMG for Regular Users

compare two dispatching policies with respect to sending

requests to the application layer servers. The first and tra-

ditional approach is pure load balancing (LB) in which the

application level load balancer sends requests to the appli-

cation servers in a way that attempts to give each of them

1/N of the total load, irrespective of the type of user. The

second approach, the one proposed in this paper, is prior-

ity based (denoted PR in what follows) and dispatches re-

quests to servers according to the rules described in what

follows.

• All requests from sessions started by priority users are

evenly distributed to the P priority servers.

• A dynamically adjusted fraction f of the requests gen-
erated from regular users is evenly distributed among

the priority servers and a fraction 1 − f of these re-
quests is evenly distributed among regular servers.



The utilization Up and Ur of the priority and regular

servers can be computed using basic principles of queuing

theory as follows

Up =
λp × x̄p + f × λr × x̄r

P
(1)

and

Ur =
(1 − f) × λr × x̄r

N − P
(2)

where λp and λr are, respectively, the overall arrival rates

of priority and regular requests to the online auction site, x̄p

and x̄r are, respectively, the service demands of requests of

priority and regular users.

Suppose that one may want to keep the utilization of the

priority servers capped at Umax

p
(e.g., 40%) in order to pro-

vide good response time to priority users while keeping the

utilization of regular servers at a minimum of Umin

r
(e.g.,

10%) to avoid shifting too much load to priority servers.

Then, we can use Eqs. (1) and (2) to compute an upper

bound on the value of f that will guarantee this as

f ≤ min [max

(
Umax

p
× P − λp × x̄p

λr × x̄r

, 0

)
, (3)

max

(
1 −

Umin

r
× (N − P )

λr × x̄r

, 0

)
, 1].

For example, when N = 20, P = 5, λp = 40 re-
quests/sec, λr = 400 requests/sec, x̄p = 1.5 msec, x̄r = 5
msec, Umax

p
= 40% andUmin

r
= 10%, the fraction f of regu-

lar requests that should be shifted to priority servers cannot

exceed 25%.

The dynamic load controller proposed in this paper ad-

justs the fraction f as the utilization of the servers varies due
to variations in the arrival rates λp and λr. For example, f is
reduced when the utilization of priority servers is very high.

But as this utilization decreases and the utilization of regu-

lar servers increases, f can be increased to shift some load
from regular to priority servers. Note that the goal is to pro-

vide better service to priority users but at the same time pro-

vide good service to regular users if possible.

Table 1 shows how f varies as a function of the utiliza-
tion of priority and regular servers. The utilization of the

priority and regular application servers are divided into five

categories: Very High (≥ 75%), High (< 75% and≥ 60%),
Medium (< 60 and ≥ 45%), Low (< 45% and ≥ 30%),
and Very Low (< 30%).
The utilization of each application server is measured at

regular time intervals (5 minutes in our experiments) and at

eachmeasurement interval the value of f is changed accord-
ing to Table 1. The table shows that for each combination

of the utilization values of the priority and regular applica-

tion servers, the fraction f is either decreased or increased
by a percentage factor “high” or “low” or left unchanged.

The values in the table are created in such a way that the

load on the priority server is one level below that of the reg-

ular server. In our experiments, we used the values 15% for

“high” and 5% for “low”. The values of “high” and “low”

were determined after some initial experimentation. How-

ever, one could use autonomic computing techniques to dy-

namically adjust these values. So, for example, when both

utilizations are Very High, the value of f is decreased by
15%, decreasing the amount of traffic routed from the reg-

ular to the priority server. If, however, the utilization of the

priority server is Medium and that of the regular server is

Very High, the fraction f is increased by 15% increasing

the amount of load shifted from the regular to the priority

servers.

The purpose of the controller algorithm encoded in Ta-

ble 1 is to have the site spendmost of the time in the cells in-

dicated by “no change”. In these cases, the utilization range

of the priority server is always one level below that of the

regular server (e.g., High for the priority server and Very

High for the regular server). The experiments reported in

Section 6 show that this is achieved in most cases.

In general, the table shows that when the priority server

has a high utilization, the amount of traffic shifted from the

regular to the priority servers will be continuously reduced.

But, as the utilization of the priority server decreases, the

rate of decrease of f decreases and when the utilization of
the priority server is low and the load on the regular server

is high, then more load is shifted to the priority server.

5. The Experimental Testbed

Figure 4 depicts the testbed we built to evaluate the ideas

developed in this paper. Three client machines run client

emulators that mimic user sessions following the CBMGs

described in Section 3. These clients submit their requests

to an auction site connected to them through a LAN. The

auction site has a three-tiered architecture with one web

server, two application servers (one priority and one reg-

ular), and a database server. The web server runs Apache

and uses mod jk to communicate with the Tomcat appli-

cation servers, which run a servlets version of RUBiS. The

database server runs MySQL.

The two application servers run on identical hardware: a

666MHz Pentium 3 with 512MB of RAM. TheWeb server

runs on a 2 GHz Pentium CPU and the database server on

a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 machine. We decided to use identi-

cal and comparatively low end hardware for the application

servers to ensure that application servers became the bottle-

necks in order to evaluate various load balancing policies

at these servers. This might be close to a realistic scenario

since most of the content on auction sites is generated dy-

namically. The dynamic controller is implemented as a shell

script that measures the CPU utilization on the two applica-

tion servers every five minutes. The script dynamically up-



Priority Server Regular Server Utilization →

Utilization ↓ Very High High Medium Low Very Low

Very High -high -high -high -high -high

High no change -low -high -high -high

Medium +high no change -low -high -high

Low +high +high no change -low -high

Very Low +high +high +high no change no change

Table 1. Variation of f as a function of the utilization of priority and regular servers.

dates the JkMountFile, a file containing multiple map-

pings from a context to a Tomcat worker, on the web server

to indicate which load balance configuration should be used

for regular requests depending on the current load distribu-

tion and CPU utilization.
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Figure 4. Experimental testbed

Our testbed auction site is based on RUBiS but we mod-

ified its client emulator to generate unique URLs with the

keywords “regular” and “priority” as part of the HTTP ad-

dress to allow the Web server to distinguish between re-

quests generated by regular and priority users. The client

emulators generate 20% of requests as coming from prior-

ity users following the CBMG of Fig. 2 and 80% as com-

ing from regular users who generate requests following the

CBMG of Fig. 3. We configured the workload in such a way

that the number of bids generated by 20% of priority users

is about the same as the number of bids generated by the

other 80% of regular users. Note that, in a real world sce-

nario, since a majority of auction site users login to track

their auctions, the site can identify users and dynamically

encode the URL to include the priority of the users using

their profiles stored in the database. User priorities can be

identified based on various business-oriented policies such

as current participation in an active auction, value of their

current auctions, value of their historical auctions, remain-

ing time to close for their auctions, their winning percent-

age, etc. The algorithm to compute user priorities is out of

the scope of this paper and it could consider several of these

factors and might even classify a given user as a priority

user for one season but as a regular user for another season

based on the user’s historical behavior. We chose to sim-

plify this logic and statically encoded the URL with two

priority levels.

Table 2 shows the distribution of ten of the most rele-

vant types of requests generated by each type of user dur-

ing the experiments. While there are other types of requests

generated by the workload generator used in the experi-

ments, those in Table 2 are the ones that are more rele-

vant to the discussion in this paper because of the signif-

icant difference in frequency of occurrence between prior-

ity and regular users. The most frequent requests for reg-

ular users are Search Items in Categories (32.79%) and

View Items (33.03%). Note that Place Bid has a very low

frequency (5.43%) for these users. Consider now priority

users. The highest frequency transaction (41.21%) is login

to the About Me page followed by Place Bid (30.78%).

We increase the number of client emulators from 100 to

500 on each of the three different machines resulting in 300

to 1500 overall parallel clients. Each experiment has a 2-

minute warm up phase, a 15-minute steady state and then

a 2-minute cool down phase. We used sar to capture sys-

tem performance metrics on the various servers used in the

system. Each experiment was repeated 15 times to compute

average metrics and 95% confidence intervals. The confi-

dence intervals are very tight as shown in the graphs dis-

cussed in the next section.

6. Experimental Results

The experiments are set up so that a request is rejected

if it takes longer than 5 seconds to respond. Note that by

adding the network time, it could take over 8 seconds, which

is the average time users can tolerate for a response from an

e-commerce site [19]. This is done to mimic typical aban-

donment rates in e-commerce site.

We look first at the total number of bids successfully

placed by both regular and priority users as the load in-

creases (see Fig. 5). Two load distribution scenarios are



Transaction Regular Priority % Regular % Priority

Name Users Users Users Users

Home 5439 486 6.43 3.14

Browse Categories 7549 398 8.92 2.57

Browse Regions 2705 153 3.20 0.99

Search Items In Categories 27751 476 32.79 3.07

Search Items In Regions 2569 151 3.04 0.98

View Items 27955 1725 33.03 11.14

View Bid History 1706 703 2.02 4.54

View User Info 1500 244 1.77 1.58

Place Bid 4597 4765 5.43 30.78

About Me 2861 6379 3.38 41.21

Total 84632 15480 100.00 100.00

Table 2. Distribution of transaction type per user category.

considered: Load Balance (LB) in which both application

servers receive roughly the same load and Priority Based

(PR) in which the load controller implements the dynamic

algorithm described in Section 4. The number of clients

varies from 300 (light load) to 1,500 (heavy load). At light
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loads, both schemes are identical. However, as the load in-

creases, the load balancing scheme starts to show a decrease

in the number of bids since more rejections start to oc-

cur. Priority users submit more bid transactions than reg-

ular users, which submit many more search transactions,

which require more resources to execute than bid transac-

tions. In particular, at 1,500 clients, the PR scenario can pro-

cess nearly 20% more bids than the LB scenario.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the response time ver-

sus the number of clients for both regular and priority users

for both scenarios: LB and PR. The workload for priority

and regular users is different. For example, regular users

perform a large number of search transactions which usu-

ally take longer to run compared to other requests. Prior-

ity users go straight to their personalized my auctions type

of page that shows all their active auctions; monitor the sta-

tus of their auctions and place bids. These requests are typ-

ically faster than the browse and search transactions. For

these reasons, when using a load balancer, the average re-

sponse time of regular users is higher than that of priority

users.
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When using a dynamic load controller, the average re-

sponse time of regular users is increased and that of priority

users is reduced. The two inner lines in the graph of Fig. 6

are for the LB case and the two outer ones are for the PR

case. Note that the lowest response time is obtained by pri-

ority users under the PR case. It is interesting to note the



actual values of the response time for the highest load (i.e.,

1,500 clients): 0.63 sec for priority users under the PR case,

1.10 sec for priority users under the LB case (i.e., a 75%

higher response time when compared with the PR case),

7.04 sec for regular users under the LB case, and 8.21 sec

for regular user under the PR case. Note that the signifi-

cant improvement in response time for priority users under

the PR case comes at the expense of a small increase (i.e.,

16.6%) in the response time of regular users.

It is interesting to examine the abandonment rate of regu-

lar and priority users. Figure 7 displays the percentage of re-

jected requests (i.e., requests that are rejected because they

took longer than 5 seconds to respond) for various work-

load intensity levels and for both scenarios: LB and PR. As

the load increases, the abandonment rate increases for both

LB and PR but it is always higher for the PR case since reg-

ular users are given a lower priority under this scheme while

they are treated equally as priority users in the LB scheme. It

should also be noticed that at very high loads, the abandon-

ment rate of regular users can get quite high, around 30%.
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The situation is quite different though for priority users

as shown in Fig. 8. As it can be seen, priority requests al-

ways have a lower abandonment rate in the PR case when

compared to the LB case. For example, at a very high load

of 1,500 clients, the abandonment rate for priority users is

2.56% under the PR scenario and 4.17% for the LB sce-

nario. That means that under the LB case, about 63% more

priority user transactions are lost. If we consider that these

customers are the ones who bid more often (see Table 2), the

auction site could potentially lose significant revenue under

the LB scenario.
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Figure 9 depicts the utilization of the CPU for both ap-

plication servers, priority and regular, under the PR and LB

scenarios. Several observations can be made from that fig-

ure. First, as expected, the CPU utilization increases with

the load but it increases at a smaller rate at a heavy load

than at a light load because of request rejections. The uti-

lization of both servers is, as expected, virtually the same

under the LB case. However, the utilization of the regular

server is higher under PR than that of the priority server un-

der PR. For example, at very high loads (i.e., 1,500 clients),

the utilization of the regular application server under PR is

87.6% while the utilization of the priority server under PR

is 70.6%. Under LB, both servers have a utilization of 83%

under high load. This explains why priority users get a sig-

nificantly better response time as shown in Fig. 6.

Table 3 shows the percentage of time during an experi-

ment in which the priority server and regular server where

found in each of the utilization range combinations. The

table shows that for most of the time, the priority server

never operated at a utilization level above that of the regular

server. Also, when the utilization of the regular server was

Very High, the priority server’s utilization was Very High

or High in over 60% ((13.33 + 18.92)/52.43) of the cases
because in these cases the priority server will not be tak-

ing much load from the regular server. It is also interesting

to observe from the column and row totals that the priority

server is in High or Very High utilization during 37.12% of

the time while the regular server is in either state for 71.89%

of the time.

It is worth comparing Tables 3 and 1. As it can be seen,

the largest value in each column of Table 3 in almost all

cases (except the Medium column) correspond to the “no

change” cell in Table 1, which shows that the dynamic con-

troller attempts and succeeds to bring the system to the de-



Priority Server Regular Server Utilization→

Utilization ↓ Very High High Medium Low Very Low Total

Very High 13.33% 1.62% 0% 0% 0% 14.95%

High 18.92% 3.24% 0% 0% 0% 22.16%

Medium 12.79% 9.01% 1.08% 0% 0% 22.88%

Low 5.23% 1.98% 3.24% 2.52% 0% 12.97%

Very Low 2.16% 3.60% 5.95% 10.09% 5.23% 27.03%

Total 52.43% 19.46% 10.27% 12.61% 5.23% 100%

Table 3. Percent of time spent in each utilization configuration.
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Figure 9. CPU utilization as a function of load
(in number of clients) for the regular and pri-

ority server under the PR and LB scenarios

sired state.

One might argue that prioritizing only revenue gener-

ating transactions such as bids or auctions might lead to

higher overall revenue regardless of which type of user gen-

erated these requests. We also evaluated service differenti-

ation based on transaction type and found that these poli-

cies did not translate to significantly higher overall num-

ber of bids and auctions. Several non-revenue generating

transactions including searching and viewing lead to rev-

enue generating transactions such as auction creation and

bidding. Lower response times with non-revenue generat-

ing transactions lead to losing customers because of slower

response times during these activities. This eventually trans-

lates to lower overall revenue for the site. By prioritizing

users based on revenue potential, all transactions originat-

ing from these users are processed faster, with minimum

overall abandonment rate, leading to higher overall revenue

generated by the auction site as shown in this paper.

7. Related Work

Menascé et al. demonstrated the advantages of using re-

source allocation techniques in e-commerce sites that are

aimed at improving the revenue throughput (i.e., dollars

generated per second) as opposed to managing resources

based on performance criteria [18]. Their work used a sim-

ulated online bookstore to show the effect of policies that al-

locate CPU and I/O resources based on the content of user’s

shopping carts. The work presented in this paper is similar

to that work in the sense that the criteria used for resource

allocation are based on the type of user (i.e., users that bid

more and therefore generate more revenue vs. users who

bid less frequently). While we are inspired by that work,

we differ in various important aspects: i) the resources we

consider are the application servers of an auction site, ii)

we consider very specific and realistic workloads typical of

auction sites, and iii) our evaluation is based on an actual

implementation of our ideas and not on simulation.

There has been significant work on load balancing for

server clusters, mainly aimed at optimizing performance.

It would not be possible to cite all of them here. How-

ever, we reference a few representative papers and we warn

the reader that this is by no means an exhaustive list. Sev-

eral techniques for improving web performance using dy-

namic load balancing techniques were discussed in [12, 8].

Schroeder and Harchol-Balter et al. [21] proposed kernel-

level modifications to web servers to change scheduling

policies to improve web server performance when the load

fluctuates over time. A technique to improve performance of

web sites that deliver dynamic content was proposed in [5]

and is based on the notion of degrading dynamic content

based on elapsed time of content generation. Similar con-

tent adaptation technique was presented in [1], in which the

site responds to users with minimum information necessary

by switching to basic mode without extensive personaliza-

tion and graphic information. Several alternative architec-

tures, load sharing policies, and dispatching request algo-

rithms for designing and implementing scalable Web-server

systems were discussed in [7].



Harchol-Balter et. al. present a task allocation mecha-

nism for server clusters called cycle stealing under imme-

diate dispath [10]. Similarly to our work, they assume the

existence of two types of servers—a donor server and one

or more beneficiary servers. They present an elegant ana-

lytical derivation of the response time of requests assuming

Poisson arrivals. Requests are sent to one of these servers

by a front-end dispatcher that uses the following rule: re-

quests aimed at the donor server are sent to it but requests

aimed at beneficiary servers are sent to a beneficiary server

unless they are all busy and the donor server is idle. While

apparently similar to our approach, there are some impor-

tant differences: i) our approach does not make a dispatch-

ing decision on a request-by-request basis; the dispatching

rule changes only when the value of f changes according to
a much more elaborate decision matrix (see Table 1); ii) we

view the workload as composed of sessions and not by iso-

lated requests; iii) our work considers a 3-tier auction site as

opposed to a single-tier web cluster; iv) we evaluate our pol-

icy using real experiments using a realistic workload as op-

posed to a Poisson arrival process; and v) our work is aimed

at optimizing business-oriented metrics instead of just fo-

cusing on response time. A similar situation of scheduling

two types of requests to two types of servers was considered

by Ahn et. al. However, they looked at the problem from a

point of view of a closed system with no arrivals and ex-

amine the question of when it is optimal for server 2 to aid

server 1 with type-1 jobs rather than process type-2 jobs in

order to minimize the total holding costs incurred until all

jobs in the system are processed and leave the system [2]

Other approaches to resource management include either

request based or session based admission control policies as

indicated in [9, 11, 13]. For example, once the auction site is

under heavy load conditions, instead of rejecting all the re-

quests, it can selectively accept the revenue-generating re-

quests mentioned above. Similar techniques which use pri-

ority scheduling for revenue generating transactions were

proposed in [22, 23].

8. Concluding Remarks

This paper provided a business-oriented approach to ad-

dressing the problem of allocating servers to incoming re-

quests of an auction site. Traditionally, load dispatching

techniques are aimed at optimizing conventional perfor-

mance metrics such as average response time without con-

sidering the nature of the requests and their business value.

The approach considered in this paper is aimed at improv-

ing the revenue of an auction site by providing better per-

formance to groups of users that have higher business value

at the expense of other less important users.

More specifically, we presented the design of a dy-

namic load dispatcher for application servers that employs

business-oriented criteria to route requests to the various ap-

plication servers. Users are divided into two categories: pri-

ority (generate more revenue to the site than other users)

and regular (generate less revenue than priority users). Ap-

plication servers are also divided into priority and regular

servers. Requests from priority users are treated exclusively

by priority servers. Requests from regular users go primar-

ily to regular servers, but as the load on the priority servers

is reduced, some of the load of regular requests is shifted to

the priority servers. The controller dynamically adjusts how

much regular traffic should be diverted to priority servers. A

variation to this approach could allow for load from prior-

ity users to be shifted to regular servers if the load at prior-

ity servers becomes excessive. A related issue worth inves-

tigating is how to determine the optimal value for the num-

ber of priority servers P given the total number of servers

N . Autonomic computing techniques such as the ones de-
scribed in [4] could be used to dynamically adjust the num-

ber P .

We implemented a testbed for auction sites that is an

extension of RUBiS and uses realistic workload genera-

tors. Our dynamic load controller was implemented in the

testbed and compared with a regular load balancer. We

showed that the dynamic controller can increase the number

of bids processed by the auction site by nearly 20% even at

high loads. Lower abandonment rate of higher revenue gen-

erating customers along with higher number of total num-

ber of bids processed indicate that the revenue of auction

sites can be improved using service differentiation based on

user priorities. The priority of users can be identified based

on various policies such as those based on the value of auc-

tions, users historical auctions, and users buying patterns.

Similarly, users can also be classified into more classes in-

stead of priority and regular classes to provide differenti-

ated services. Our load dispatching framework can be used

to evaluate various policies to identify their effectiveness by

extracting relevant metrics since we store the complete auc-

tion and bid information in the database.
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